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General 
 

About us 

TouchWand is a sister company of I-FEEL, which develops and manufactures control and 

smart home systems. The company develops and manufactures the products in Petah 

Tikva, Israel. 

The company's systems are based on a stable and robust platform that supports 

international standards and serves as a link to various third-party systems. 

TouchWand 's products are intended for various markets, mainly: 

• Integrators dealing with smart home systems 

• Integrators interested in office management systems and office buildings 

• Integrators dealing with hotels 

• Integrators working with construction developers. 

 

The company does not work directly with end customers and does not provide them with 

services and equipment. 

 

Our products 

The company is offering the following products: 
 

- Wanderfull Hub or the controller is used to manage wireless systems in the Z-WAVE 

standard. It supports Wi-Fi-based units and KNX standard used for connecting to 

wired systems.  

The controller has a management system that allows controling home and building 

systems in a simple and user-friendly way with a technician, administrator and user 

role hierarchy. The management system is based on external cloud services (currently 

AWS) and enables system survivability even during malfunctions. 

The client and integrator are equipped with cloud services that enable remote access, 

backups, information and alerts . 

A detailed description and other technical details of the product can be found on the 

website at the following link http://www.TouchWand.com/products/TouchWand-

Wanderfull-hub/ 

 

- InWand Double Micro Module Switch is a Z-Wave smart home micro module, the 

only micro module that offers dual functionality. It can be used to control either 

shutters or lights in the Z-WAVE standard. A detailed description and other technical 

details of the product can be found on the website at the following link 

http://www.TouchWand.com/products/double-micro-module/ 

 

- WallWand Z-Wave Touch Panel LCD is an intelligent electronic switch with LCD 

display for control of blinds, lighting and Z-WAVE scenarios. This sleek wall controller 

offers best in class functionality and design, supporting up to 15 icons that can be 

selected from a library of over 150 icons, representing various smart home 

http://www.touchwand.com/products/touchwand-wanderfull-hub/
http://www.touchwand.com/products/touchwand-wanderfull-hub/
http://www.touchwand.com/products/double-micro-module/
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functionalities. A detailed description and other technical details of the product can 

be found on the website at the following link 

http://www.touchwand.com/products/wallwand-Z-Wave-touch-panel-6-relays/ 

 
- InWand Double Micro Module 24V DC is a small, hidden Z-Wave smart home micro 

module that offers dual functionality for 24v shutters, enabling control of an in-glass 

shutter and a scenario. A detailed description and other technical details of the 

product can be found on the website at the following link 

http://www.TouchWand.com/products/double-micro-24v/ 

 

- TouchWand ACWand is a smart device that controls air conditioning units and 

monitors and saves energy. It uses a Wi-Fi connection and is connected and paired to 

the Wanderfull controller.  

 

Note: Before going through the manual, make sure to use the latest updated 

document located on the company's website. 

 
   

Service and support system 

Training 
The company holds ongoing training. You can register via the website at the following 

link: http://www.TouchWand.com/contact/ or contact us for further training whenever 

additional knowledge is required. 
 
 

Phone support and on-site support 
For telephone support please call +972-3-5089553. Our office hours: Sunday –      Thursday 

09:00-17:00, ISRAEL time zone. Delivery time is up to 5 working days.  

 

Mobile applications 

All users can access the Wanderfull hub application through mobile phone by 

downloading the TouchWand mobile applications for iOS and Android. We support the 

latest Android and iOS versions starting from iOS 11.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

http://www.touchwand.com/products/wallwand-z-wave-touch-panel-6-relays/
http://www.touchwand.com/products/double-micro-24v/
http://www.touchwand.com/contact/
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Wanderfull controller configuration 

 

Starting the controller  

Unpack the unit and plug it to electricity through the power outlet port located in the 

back. Once the controller is powered up, all LED indicators will be lighted up and emit red 

light. The LED Indicators in the Wanderfull controller are for the Internet, Z-Wave, COM, 

IR, and RS232.   

 

 
 

Then, through the Ethernet port, plug in the network cable. Once the cable is plugged in, 

two green LED lights, located on either side of the ethernet port will be turned one, one 

flashing and the other will be on countinuosly. In addition, the LED light for the Internet, 

on the front of the controller, will turn green.  

 

There are two ways to connect to the controller: 
 

1. Through a local network – the controller gets an IP address. With the help of any IP 

scanner tool, find the controller’s address. Usually, the controller MAC address is 

F8:DC:7A:XX:XX:XX and the manufacturer is Variscite Ltd. Put the controller’s address 

in your browser. 

 

Internet LED Indicator emitting GREEN 

light 

connected to the 

Cloud 

blinking RED light no Internet connection 

blinking YELLOW light data is being transferred 

Z-Wave LED Indicator blinking GREEN light transferring data 

blinking RED light no connection can be 
established 

blinking YELLOW light pairing mode 

COM LED Indicator blinking GREEN light transferring data 

blinking RED light no connection of any type 
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2. Connect directly to the controller via Wi-Fi – the controller has an SSID (Service Set 

Identifier) written on the back of the unit. Find the controller’s SSID amongst the Wi-

Fi networks and connect to it. The login password is “Wanderfull”. Open your browser 

and enter the following IP address 192.168.0.1. 

 

 

After connecting to the controller in your browser the following screen will pop up: 

 

 
 

In the login screen click on Don’t have an account?  

 

A new screen will appear for Registration. To register, enter a valid e-mail address, 

password and then retype the password. After the initial registration is done, click on the 

Authorize Device button. If you are interested, you can sign up through different 

platforms and network channels (see “Connecting through social networks”). 
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After clicking on the Authorize Device button, scan the QR code with a mobile phone or 

laptop camera. The QR code is located on the bottom side of the controller. This allows 

immediate registration via your mobile phone or laptop camera. During the registration 

process, a new screen, as seen in the picture below, will appear in the application. 

 

 
   

After registration is completed, the initial interface is shown. 
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Click on the Settings sub-menu located in the bottom left on the interface.  

Under Settings, click on the General tab.  Select the country, time zone, latitude and 

longitude.  

 
To find your latitude and longitude on Google Maps follow these steps: 

1. Type in your address and right-click on the red pin that pops up: 

 
2. Press on “What’s here?” and click on the coordinates (marked on the picture below): 
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3. You will see your coordinates on the lefthand side of the screen (marked in the picture 
below). 

 
 

At the end of the location setting, you can activate scenarios based on sunset and sunrise 

times. 

Under General Configuration, select the appropriate temperature unit, language and 

religion calendar. To complete this part of the configuration, click on the Save button. 

 

Also, when logging in to the application, you will be able to see your password by checking 

the box next to Show password. 

 

 

The username isn’t case sensitive which allows you to sign in to the application whether 
or not there is a capital letter in the username.  
Note: Passwords remain case sensitive. 
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Connecting through social networks 

There is a possibility to log in to the application via different platforms and network 

channels. You’ll be able to provide authentication through Facebook, Google Plus and 

LinkedIn.  

These authentication providers are located in TouchWand's login page, under the Submit 

button.  

 

 
 

With just one click on any of the three social network buttons, you will be automatically 

redirected and logged into the application. For example, in the login page click on the 

LinkedIn button.  After being redirected, the first page – the Dashboard in the application 

can be seen.  

 

 
Note: Credentials of any social network should be the same as the username 
and password in the TouchWand application! 
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Set up the management system 

The management system is divided into 5 parts: 

• Dashboard - the place where the customer meets with the system and performs most 

of its activities. 

• Rooms - rooms / offices, etc. 

• Scenarios - the way in which the customer adapts the operations to his needs. 

• Units - the types of units connected to the system, the way they connect and their 

names and status (on/off). 

• Settings 

Each part of the system is configured independently and connected to the other parts. 

It is very important to define the system fully before leaving the site by the installer. 

This booklet or its summary must be left in the customer's hands so that he can perform 

activities and settings independently to suit his needs. 

 

The application logs off automatically after 30 minutes of inactivity! 

 

Dashboard  

 The first page when entering the application is the Dashboard. The Dashboard can be 

edited according to the customer's preferences at any given moment! 

Dashboard interface while using a computer 

When logged in, initially the Dashboard is displayed. The dashboard is divided into several 

parts:  

• If you’ve enabled the energy options located in General settings under Energy Options, 

the energy consumption will be displayed at the top to right of the screen. In this part, 

you’ll be able to see calculated energy cost per month, energy consumption and status. 

• Three different status icons (cloud, lamp icon for the devices and turn off button) 

indicate that:  

- If the cloud icon is green, then the controller is connected through the Internet. 

- If the cloud icon is red, then the controller is locally connected. 

• On the right side are all types of scenarios in the house, 

• Once a thermostat is paired, the thermostat widget is displayed on the left and can be 

seen under Temperature 

- the thermostat widget has the possibility to turn the thermostat (AC) ON/OFF 
by clicking on the slider next to the OK button, set the temperature with the 
temperature slider, see the actual room temperature and set the AC fan 
speed: low, medium, high or auto. 

- If you click on the thermostat name, which is located under the temperature 
slider in the thermostat widget, the application will redirect you to the unit in 
Units tab.  

- By clicking on All units in the thermostat widget, a list of all thermostat units 
will appear that are connected to the controller. 
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- The first slider is used for setting the mode of the AC – cool or heat, and the 
other one All on is used for turning the units on or off. In the picture above all 
units are turned on, mode cool.  

- The star icon located on the left side of the unit allows adding the selected 
thermostat unit to Favorites in the Dashboard.  

- The thermostat widget that has thermostat assigned to a specific room is 
visible in the Rooms tab also.  

• At the bottom is quick access to the rest of the app 

 
Dashboard interface while using a mobile App 

In the app, the dashboard is divided into several parts: 

• Energy consumption is displayed at the top 

• Below are the persistent scenarios of the house 

• Preferred scenarios or sessions are followed by the client 

• At the bottom is quick access to the rest of the app 
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Rooms  
 

Managing rooms 

After defining the settings of the system, define the control spaces. 

This step during the installation is very important. In homes, offices or buildings, each 

managed area that receives a name, allows you to assign the different units and activities to 

it. 

If the client want to change the names of the rooms on their own, the process is easy and 

simple. 

 

Add Room 

Adding and editing rooms in the system can be done from the Rooms submenu located at 

the bottom of the interface.  

The system enables adding spaces of rooms, offices, hotels and office buildings in a simple 

and fast way by clicking on the Add Room button. When adding a room, the user is able to 

add an icon as well.  

 

 
Edit Room 

You can edit the name of the room by clicking on the lower screen. Another screen will open, 

which allows you to edit the room. 

Editing a room allows you to define the name of the room or select another icon. 
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There is an option to give unit or rooms an empty icon, thus removing the previous icon. 

 

 

 

 

Delete a room 

Deleting a room can be done by using an admin user. Click on the  icon 
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Then, click delete on the screen that pops up. 

 

 

 
Manage units in a room 

When you enter a room menu, you get a blank screen. At this stage you’ll be able to define 

room details, such as the room’s name or icon. 

In addition, it is possible to assign different units (only after adding them to the system), 

such as lighting, shutter or air conditioner etc., to the room by accessing the Unit submenu.  

 

After defining the various spaces, define the units. 
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System Units 
 

Activity and alerts can be found on the Units sub-menu, located under Status. 

 

 
Understanding the importance of the various units and their correct definition prevents 

many mishaps later. 

 

Add Units 

In this sub-menu, you can add new units through the Add Unit button. The system 

supports several types of communication at the same time transparently to the customer: 

Z-WAVE wireless system, KNX linear system, security cameras on the ONVIF standard, AC 

units and Wanderfull secondary controllers.  
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Once you select the desired type and click Pair, the controller will start scanning for all 

the potential units under the type you chose. Adding a unit will be performed parallel to 

the scanning of the controller while clicking on the configuration button (usually 3 times 

depending on the type of unit and its directory settings) while the camera is required to 

press and hold the RESET UNIT button until the camera sound is heard. When the process 

is completed, the name of the unit and the appropriate icon and management area of 

that unit must be defined. Further explanation on the pairing process can be seen in this 

manual (for cameras, and coolmasters), and in each unit’s manual for TouchWand 

products. 

 

Once the unit is added, there is a possibility to see the unit’s activity through in the Status 

section.  This can be very helpful when the device is not working properly. 

You can combine units from the Z-Wave, KNX, or IP work environments. 

 

On the lefthand side of the screen you can see the units list. 
You can sort the units using the following conditions: 
1. Alphanumerical 
2. Unit ID (the order in which the units were added to the system) 
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You can filter them by type (switches, blinds, thermostat etc.), rooms or by the controller 
they’re under (if you have secondary controllers connected). You can also filter the units 
by name. 
 
When using a technician user you’ll be able to determine which devices will be visible to 
the rest of the users in the Units list. This can be done by checking and unchecking the 
newly added green box, located next to the units in the unit’s list (see picture below).  
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Note: Option to hide units is applicable only for user with technician privileges! 

 

 

 

You can also see which groups and scenarios a selected unit is assingned to from the 

sections Present in scenarios and Present in groups.  

 
Each unit can be assigned to  a room, and several groups or scenarios. 

Through the Unit energy consumption history there is a possibility to see the unit’s 
consumption for the previous week.   
 

Groups 

You can define Groups to make the system easier to manage. For example, we can set a 

group for all the internal lights so we could easily set a nighttime scenario in which all the 

internal lights are turned off. 

By pressing on Manage Unit Groups you can add or delete groups. 
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In this screen, we can also remove units from groups: 
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Then, by pressing on add to group under the Present in group tab for each unit, we can 

choose which groups the unit will be in, by choosing the wanted groups and pressind Add. 
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It should be noted that you can delete groups only when locally connected to the system. 

 

 

System Units - Configuration Settings 

In many cases, units added to the system require configuration given by the manufacturer 

for optimal operation. You should check in each unit’s manual the required settings as 

pointed out by the manufacturer, this is done in Configuration settings. Once the data is 

entered, by clicking the Save button the configurations are added to the system. 
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Deleting or Un-pairing a unit 

You can delete a unit in a relatively simple way. Therefore, it is important that only the 

administrator can perform this action. By clicking on the  icon the you can delete or 

unpair a unit.  

 

 
 

Clicking on the  next to the unit name opens the following screen.  
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By clicking on the unpair button, the unit will no longer be available.  

 
IP Camera Implementation 

There is an option to connect IP cameras to the controller to receive snapshots based on 
triggers created by pre-defined scenarios. For example, you can define a scenario with a 
condition based on sensor triggering. The result will be a camera snapshot mailed to the 
customer. 
Only users with technician and admin permissions can add and edit an IP camera! 
 

Configuration settings 

To add cameras to the system, first configure the IP cameras.  

 

• HIKVISION camera 

 

 
 

When configuring Video/Audio settings it is important that the entered parameter for the 

Video Encoding is H.264 (see picture below) and the Profile will be "basic profile" or 

"baseline".   
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• PROVISION camera 

When configuring a PROVISION camera in is important to configure settings as Index 1 

or:  

- Stream: Main stream  

- Resolution: 1280x720 

- Frame: 10 

- Bitrate Type: CBR 

- Bitrate (Kbps): 1024 

- Video: Lowest  

- I Frame: 40 

- Video: H264 

- Profile: Base line  
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• HiLook camera  

To add a HiLook camera, login to the camera’s IP address via Internet Explorer and 

install the plug-in if needed. In the basic settings in Network, make sure that the port is 

set to 80. In the Advanced Settings enable ONVIF and add a user with the same 

credentials as the login for the camera: user name, password and Administrator.  

Then go to Video/Audio and adjust the settings as seen in the picture below.  
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• Dahua Camera 

Implement the following steps to install a Dahua camera in the application.  

1. Login to the camera’s IP via internet explorer. Follow the instructions and install 

the plug-in. 

 

 
 

2. Go to Settings tab 

3. Go to Video  

4. In Main Stream, compare settings with the following and press save in the end: 

 

 

 

5. Now you can add the camera to the Wanderfull controller. 

6. Go to units and add unit. 

7. Select IP camera (ONVIF) → Local and insert username and password. 

8. The camera is now added to the controller. You can assign it to a room and give it a 

meaningful name. 
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• Tiandy camera  

To add the Tiandy camera first login to the camera's IP address through Internet 

Explorer and follow the instructions to install the plug-in.  

 
Go to the Configuration tab then Audio Video Set and Stream Set. In the General Set 

adjust the following settings.  
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In Advance Set adjust the Video Encoding - H.264 and Extended Code - baseline.  

 

 

 

Note: If a camera is already included into the controller but the settings are not 

configured properly use the following steps: Remove the camera from the 

controller. Configure the camera settings. Install the camera to the controller.

  

Once these configurations are done, Tiandy, HiLook, Provision or Hikvision cameras can be 

added in the TouchWand application. Camera units are located in the Units tab. To add a 

new IP camera in the controller, first click on the Add Unit button located in the Units tab.  

In the new screen that will appear, select the type of the unit, in this case IP camera (ONVIF) 

and then click on the Pair button.  
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Once the type of unit is selected, you must choose between two types of cameras – Local 

or Remote.  

Local Cameras 

If a Local camera is being installed, then you must enter its username and password.  

 

 

 

After entering the credentials, click on the Pair button. Once the unit is paired, configure 

the unit by assigning the camera to a room and/or group, choose an icon and name. Then 

click on the button Done.  
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The newly added IP camera is now visible in the Units list.  

 

 

 

Remote Cameras 

If a Remote camera is being installed you need to enter the following details: 

- Username 

- Password  

- IP address  

- HTTP Port 

- RTSP Port  

 

 
 

After clicking on the Pair button, the remote camera will be paired and visible in the Units 

list.  

 

Deleting a camera 
In the Units list select one camera and click on the  icon.  
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Click on the Remove button in the new screen. The unit will then be removed from the list and the 
controller.  
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Scenarios 
 

Smart home systems are measured by their simple operating ability in scenario construction. 

TouchWand has a user interface that allows you to control the creation of various situations 

in a simple and friendly way. In addition, the system includes the possibility of integrating 

Jewish and Muslim calendars to your scenarios. 

````  

 

A scenario is a command that includes one or more units, or one or more groups, in a 

scheduled run, or a manual session. 

 

The system enables the definition of several types of scenarios: 

• User Triggered - intended for manual operation.  Using this type of scenario, the user is 

able to perform fixed actions that are not at a fixed time. For example, shutting down 

general or closing blinds. The scenario will begin to run only as soon as the button is turned 

on. 

• Dynamic Scenario - a scenario that is performed according to predertimned conditions, 

such as time, sequence of events etc. 

• Persistent scenario - a scenario that is performed in a predetermined status setting – Day, 

Night, Away and Home.  
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Persistent scenario  

 

 
 

Persistent scenarios can be created and edited by clicking on the  icon. Once clicking on 

this icon, a new screen will appear. Here you can define the actions connected with it. By 

clicking on the Submit button, the scenario is going to be saved.  

See Dynamic scenario for details on the available conditions and actions. 

 

Dynamic scenario  

A dynamic scenario is a scenario that is repeated frequently and includes a diverse set of 

conditions and actions. 

To set up a dynamic scenario click on Add Dynamic Scenario. 
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On the following screen you’ll be able to set the scenario’s name, conditions and actions. 
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The following conditions can apply: 

 
By clicking on Add another you can set more then one condition. For example, for a morning 

scenario, you can set a time condition. For “empty office scenario” you can set a time 

condition combined with sensor condition (no movement for the last 15 minutes). 

The relationship between the conditions can be either “And” or “Or”. 

 
After defining the condition, you can set the actions for the scenario. 
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The actions can be applied for any kind of unit in the system (as seen in the pictutre). In 

addition, you can define a notification to be sent by e-mail. By clicking on Add another you 

can set more than one action for each scenario. 

For each action chosen, you can set a delay that starts after the scenario’s condition is 

triggered. For example, for a “morning” scenario, you can set the blinds to open up to 50% 

once the scenario starts, and after 15 minutes the bedroom lights will turn on. 

 
After definening the required details, press Submit at the bottom right of the screen. 

Then, to activate the scenario, click on the slider next to its name. When the slider is green, 

the scenario is activated. 
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User triggered scenario  

User triggered scenarios perform prefixed actions. For example, as seen in the picture 

below, a scenario that closes all the blinds. By clicking on the Submit button this scenario 

is saved.  
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Build group scenarios 

Our system of units can be made up of another subject - groups. 

To set a group mode, you must build a group in the units section in advance (see units 

section), and then you can create a scenario for this group of units. 

 

Copy scenario 

If we build a complex scenario, and we want to change this scenario in one session, there 

is no need to rebuild everything. You can make a COPY of the scenario itself and then move 

on. 

 

Delete scenario 

You can only delete a scenario when connected locally. 

To delete a scenario press on the  icon and then press Delete on the screen that pops 

up. 
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Settings 
 

General Settings – General Configuration 

When setting up the system, it is important to set the temperature unit (Celsius or 

Fahrenheit) and the system language – Arabic, English, French, Hebrew, Magyar and 

Russian. The system also supports different religions calendars like Jewish and Muslim. 

Setting the calendar is important for defining different dynamic holiday based scenarios.  

 
 

Every user can then change the calendar, language and temperature unit on their own! 

 
 

If the coordinates are not defined, the system will not be able to run time 

scenarios properly or not at all! 
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General Settings - A look at the system log 

In the Settings sub-menu click on the General tab. You can select the amount of log data 

that will be displayed – 1 month, 3 months, 6 months or 1 year. After selecting it, by 

clicking on the Show logs button, you can see the logs.  In this selected period, there is a 

possibility to filtrate the data by the start and end date from the calendar at the top. 

 

 

To check the operation of the system or to verify that certain conditions are working 

properly, the system provides information about all the activities that occurred. 

 

System Log Overview:  

You can see the unit type (detector / shutter / lighting) in the left column - Unit. 

If the unit is assigned to the room, you can see the division into rooms in the second 

column on the left – Room.  

The last activity of the system is in the third column on the left – Timestamp.  

In the right hand you can see the event or type of change / activity taking place at any 

given moment in the same unit that we review – Event.  

 

Skilled installers will test the operation of the various units and situations after building 

and operating the different situations. 

 

General Settings – Reports  

In the Settings sub-menu click on the Reports tab. The application can create three different 
reports:  

• Energy consumption and energy cost  
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• Energy consumption 

• Energy cost 
 

These reports can be applicable for the last 7 days or last month.  
 

General Settings - Network Configuration 

Network configuration can only be performed by users with technician privileges! 

 

This configuration can be performed in the Settings sub-menu under Network 

configuration.   
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It is important to enter the SSID that was located on the back of the controller and the 

start and end address for the LAN. After entering all other necessary data click on the Save 

& Apply button.  

In the Network configuration submenu, additional information for the connection status 

- MAC address, Local IP and Remote IP address is added. There is also a possibility to 

refresh the data by clicking on the Refresh button. 

 

General settings - Green construction and energy consumption 

TouchWand management system is designed to provide data on energyconsumption in 

the building or at home. 

To use this feature, the end units must include the option to provide energy 

consumption data. 

There are several processes to follow: 

• On the energy screen, select the setting - Energy Options 
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• By checking the Show energy meter box, all power supply updates will appear on 

each unit at the top right of the screen.  

 

General Settings - Add a user 

To add a user, go to the Settings sub-menu and click on the Users tab. A screen as seen in 

the picture below will appear.  

 

 

 

After entering necessary data like username and password, the user should choose user 

role. The management system supports several types of users: 

 

A user with full access in all set up screens in called a TECHNICIAN. This user can add and 

edit network configuration, the Z-Wave configuration and the KNX.  
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A user with manageability and access to the setup screens. This user is defined in the 

system as an ADMIN.  

 

A user who is only able to use the system without being able to make changes in settings 

or to construct different situations and scenarios. Such a user is called USER.  

In the following table is a detailed description of the permissions for every type of user.  
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 User Admin Technician Admin cloud 
Technician 

cloud 

Dashboard           

Add favorites n y y y y 

Add fav scenarios n y y y y 

Rooms           

Add room n y y y y 

Edit room n y y y y 

Delete room n y y y y 

Scenarios           

Add user scenario n y y y y 

Add dynamic scenario n y y y y 

Edit scenario n y y y y 

Delete scenario n y y n n 

Activate scenario y y y y y 

Run scenario y y y y y 

Edit persistent scenario n y y y y 

Units           

Add unit n y y y y 

Edit unit n y y y y 

Delete unit n y y n n 

Control unit y y y y y 

Run unit y y y y y 

Add unit group n y y y y 

Delete unit group n y y n n 

Settings disabled         

General   y y y y 

Reports   y y y y 

Network Configuration   n y n y 

Energy Options   y y y y 

Users   User + Admin y User + Admin y 

Firmware   y y y y 

Backup   y y y y 

Z-Wave   y/n y y/n y/n 

Associations   y y y y 

Update Z-Wave 
network   y y y y 

Reset Z-Wave network   n y n n 

Remove by node id   y y n y 

KNX   n y n y 

ALARM   n y n y 
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General Settings-Cancelling authorization process from specific IP ranges 

Cancelling authorization process from LAN is visible and available for editing only for 
users with technician and admin privileges! 
 

 
You have the possibility to cancel authorization process from specific IP ranges, so you 
can stay logged in without disconnecting after 30 minutes without activity. To enable 
this option in the TouchWand application go to the Settings tab. Click on the General 
sub-menu. You will see the Authorization section. 

 
Check the box by Enable cookies. After clicking the box, a new filter will apear – Range, 
from which you can select a specific IP range or choose the option custom and write down 
the IP address. Then click on the Save button. 
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Only while logging into the application from this range the automatic log off will be 
disabled. 

 

General Settings - Update firmware version 

When connecting to the TouchWand application you’ll receive a notification header on 

the dashboard if a FW update is available. 

The header will include two links. One link is “What’s new”, which will refer you to the 

new features in this version in the TouchWand website. 

 
The other one will redirect you to the settings page where you can perform the update.  
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By clicking on the same button there is an option to update each secondary controller 

from the primary controller. During this process the application generates another 

notification.  

 

 
If you have an updated version, the system displays the update and the latest version as 

seen in the picture below.  

 
You can get information about the update and choose whether to do it now or in the 

future. Version updates refer to several options: 

•  Security updates made from time to time. 

• Uploading new products to the management system. 
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• Connection and support for third party products such as alarm systems, air 

conditioners, AV and more.  

• Adding support for Z-Wave end products. 

 

 

This service may incur an additional charge! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General Settings - Daily and manual backup 

The backup tab is located in the Settings sub-menu.  
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Once the system is connected to the cloud services, every day at 3 AM a complete backup 

procedure is performed automatically for the entire management system. 

The purpose of the backup is to create an option to restore the system settings and units 

from the cloud. 

If a unit is damaged for anyreason, the installer can reach the customer's home with 

another unit, and using a name and password to upload the whole system within a short 

period of time. 

The data backed up includes the names of the units, rooms and groups defined in the 

system, the scenarios that were built, the appropriate version, the client updates and 

alerts, user names, and user types in the system hierarchy. 

 

Attention should be paid to a customer who chooses to enter using a fixed IP address, 

and not via cloud services, it is required to back up the controller via USB backup. In this 

case, uploading the latest version depends on the client and his backup time. 

 

In the application this can be done by clicking on two buttons as seen in the picture above: 

Create backup to Cloud and Create backup to USB.  

If you choose for example the option Create backup to Cloud, one warning message will 

appear in the application.  

 

 
By confirming this message, another one is going to appear while backing the controller.  

 
Uploading from a backup can be done when installing a new controller for your home or 

office network. Then enter the ADMIN username and password. 
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You should then go to the settings page and enter the BACKUP sub-menu. Click on the 

Restore from USB option.  

List of backups that have been saved in the system in recent months can been seen in this 

interface. Access the appropriate time and restore. After uploading the updated file, you 

can continue working.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR INSTALLERS - Do not leave the customer's site before 

backing up the system to the cloud! You've finished setting up your home - 

perform a neat backup. 
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General Settings - Z-WAVE System Setup 

 

About the Z-Wave system 
1. Z-WAVE is the most popular smart home system standard in the world! Over 400 

companies in the world are using this standard. It is now the only standard in the 
wireless field. 

2. The system operates at an independent wireless frequency according to the Ministry 
of Communication standard - 916MHZ (does not operate in the WI-FI network 
environment which is considered a busy network). 

3. The standard Z-WAVE ensures customers two important issues - a system with a 
variety of suppliers and the possibility to purchase equipment from other sources and 
from the Internet. 

4. The method of operating the system is in the form of MESH - meaning that each unit 
operates autonomously without the need for a management system and activates the 
other switches in the system. 

5. There is no need for a central system to operate the house in a smart way. The system 
enables independent operation of each unit independently of other factors. 

6. A power failure does not affect the system and the units because each unit has 
internal protection. 

7. The management system enables control of the application, including management 
of different calendars and languages. 

 

The Z-Wave submenu is visible and available for editing only for users with 

technician/installer privileges! 

 

Associations 

When opening the Z-Wave Settings, the user is able to create associations from the 

Associations tab. 

 

Associations are made directly between one device and another - it can control one 

device or a small 'group' of other devices (typically 5 or 6 units).  

The advantage of using Associations is that commands are sent directly from the 

controlling device (source) to the controlled device(s) (targets), and not via the central 

Z-Wave controller, or in this case - the Wanderfull hub. This can save time when 

performing actions that involve a few units set up in close proximity, in an area far from 

the controller. 

 

Create an association 

• Enter to Settings → Z-Wave 

• Choose source unit, do not choose source unit that ends with “_root”! 
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• Choose the units you want to associate with the source unit, and click on them 

 

• The target units will transfer to the right box 
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• When finished, click on the save bottom 

 

Advanced Z-Wave settings 

In the Advanced tab, you can update/heal and reset the Z-Wave network. There is also a 

possibility to remove a unit, by entering the node ID in the Remove by note ID field.  

 

NETWORK UPDATE – this stage takes place after all the end units have been defined in 

the structure and after the functionality of each one has been tested. The purpose of this 

procedure is to optimize the communication between the management unit and the end 

units. The duration of the procedure varies from site to site and on average takes about 

15 minutes. While the procedure is being performed, do not touch/change physically 

and/or virtually the endpoints for the success and efficiency of the process. 

 

NETWORK RESET – this is a sweeping reset of all Z-WAVE units on the network, 

including the disconnection of existing units from the controller only! Once we want to 

reuse these units, a local RESET must be performed for each unit at the endpoint. This 

means that even if NETWORK RESET is done and we want to go back to the previous 

step, you can load an existing backup in the system and the endpoint units can 

communicate immediately with the management unit. 

 

JSON Editor 

In the Z-Wave sub menu you can see the WallWand JSON Editor button.   
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When clicking on this button a new tab will automatically be opened in the browser 

which leads to the tp_json editor. This editor enables to create the WallWand display. 

Further explanation on this editor can be found in the WallWand user manual. 
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BitWise System Setup 

The Bitwise submenu is visible and available for editing only for users with technician 

privileges! 

 

 

 
 

The Bitwise settings can be added and edited in the Settings tab. You can check the server 

status and client’s connection by clicking on the Refresh as seen in the picture above. 

When clicking the Enable connection checkbox, you will be able to connect with the 

BitWise. In the Listen on IP field, enter the wanted IP address. By entering 0.0.0.0 the you 

can access connections from any IP address. use 127.0.0.1 for local connections.  

The controller creates a TCP server and listens to the clients on the port specified in the 

settings (7443 in the example above).  

 

BitWise AV Controllers are designed for customizable control of sub-systems at home or 

any other location. In case of BC2 controller or BC1 controller, the client is the bitwise 

controller itself and the max clients number in settings of our controller can be set as 1 

client. In case of BC4 controller the max number of connections can be set by maximally 

permitted simultaneous connections from your mobile devices to the Wanderfull 

controller. The number of connections should be entered in the Max Connections field. 

 

The module or script Device from BitWise is designed to enable Bitwise users to manage 

the electrical circuits and scenarios defined in the Wanderfull controller.  

To set up the script Device the user must configure controller’s IP address, port and TCP 

protocol. When the Wanderfull script Device is installed on BC4 controller for example, you 

should also set the protocol to TCP GUI and set up SERIALPORT1 to GUI Two-Way (TCP).  
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Devices that perform functions of the script must have the following name format (two 

fields): <ID>_<NAME> 

- The device name can include only an ID number, without the name. 

- The ID number must be a real ID number corresponding to unit ID number in the 

Wanderfull controller. 

- The unit ID and unit name must be separated by underscore character (“_”). 

- The name field can contain any asci characters (there is no validation on name field). 

 

Scenario functions 

- Persistent and user scenarios can be triggered only by an ‘activation’ function. 

- Dynamic scenarios can be only activated or deactivated. Dynamic scenario will not be 

triggered by an ‘activation’ function. 

 

Feedback  

There are four kinds of feedback for each unit – value, text, state and name. 

- Value feedback: current value of the unit (in decimal percepts, in case of binary switch 

it will be 0 or 255). 

- Text feedback: custom text label that is sent from the controller. 

- State feedback: 1 or 0 corresponding to unit current state. 

- Name feedback: current name of the unit from the Wanderfull controller. 

 
KNX System Setup 

The KNX submenu is visible and available for editing only for users with technician/installer 

privileges! 

 

 
- In the Settings page, KNX tab, you can get the KNX status information. 

- There is an option for the controller to check its connection to the KNX IP router and to 

ping units at specific intervals. 
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- There is an option now to enter physical address of the KNX IP router. When no address 

entered, the default will be 15-15-15. 

 

When connecting the KNX system, the connection can be activated in two ways: 

 

• A direct connection in which the KNX IP address is required.  

- A direct connection can be required when some of the home internet 

routers/switches block the multicast messages inside the LAN, and the best 

solution is direct connection. 

• Connection by means of a multicast. The multicast connection type is a connection in 

which the KNX router listen/sends events to specific reserved IP address, additionally 

to direct connections (if they exist). 

 

We recommend that the standard installer use the direct connection setting and not 

allow the system to find the IP-KNX unit on its own. 

If the connection with KNX does not reflect a unit’s status, change the connection type 

from multicast to direct, adding the KNX IP adaptor address in the IP field. 
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KNX thermostat panel implementation 

The KNX thermostat panel can be visible by users with admin and technician permissions! 

 

New KNX unit type – thermostat panel is implemented in the TouchWand application. The 

panel is associated with one of the AC units (thermostats) in the controller and can listen 

to specific KNX group addresses in order to control the AC unit from the panel. 

The controller will send any changes in the associated AC unit to the panel, through the 

same group addresses.  
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PIMA Alarm system 
 

The Alarm submenu is visible and available for editing only for users with technician 

privileges!  

 

ATTENTION! If the customer is using PIMA mobile application, the alarm system 

cannot connect to the Wanderfull controller. The customer should choose 

between the two. Connecting the alarm system allows the user to create 

scenarios based on the alarm system and sensors status on top of showing 

statuses, arming and disarming the system. 

 
The security system PIMA is an alarm system to home automation systems. Captain 8 is 

an 8-16 zone advanced intruder alarm system for medium-sized commercial and 

residential installations. Starting with eight security zones, the Captain 8 system is easily 

scalable, using both hardwired and wireless technology to meet growing security needs. 

The Hunter-Pro Series offers a top-of-the line hardwired/hybrid security alarm system for 

medium to large residential and commercial facilities.  

Using PIMA’s Installation Wizard, installers benefit from easy system setup with intuitive, 

menu-driven system programming. For added convenience, users can arm or disarm 

Hunter-Pro remotely with PIMA’s smartphone app. Offering a choice of multiple 

communication channels, including GSM/GPRS, SMS, TCP/IP, PSTN and long-range radio, 

Hunter-Pro can be integrated into virtually any existing infrastructure. The highly-

versatile intruder alarm system can be expanded with wireless sensors to a total of 144 

security zones. 

Get Started 

Log in the application and connect the alarm system 

▪ Connect the alarm system with the controller. This can be done directly or through a 

local network.  

If connecting directly - use the supplied cable, SA-232 converter and LCL-11A adaptor.  

If you connect through a local network (LAN) use the net4pro-i network card. 

 

▪ When entering names, digits and characters in the alarm system use the table below. 

Every key in the unit corresponds to the described letters and numbers. 
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 No. of presses 

Key 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

[1] . , ? ! 1    

[2] A B C 2  

[3] D E F 3 

[4] G H I 4 

[5] J K L 5 

[6] M N O 6  

[7] P Q R S 7 

[8] T U V 8  

[9] W X Y Z 9 

[0] Space Zero    

[*] ( ) / * : - + # 

[#]   

[END] Cancel/Return to previous screen/s without saving 

[NEXT] Next char.  

[BACK] Prev. char.  

[ENTR] Save  

 

 

Setting the serial port 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Set the serial output use, regarding the connection to the MS (monitoring station). The MS 

can be connected locally, using RS-232 cable, or remotely, through the net4pro IP 

interface. It can use a home automation (“Smart home”) or PIMA proprietary protocol.  

 

After setting the setting up the alarm system’ you can connect it to TouchWand’s system 

following these steps: 

▪ Then log in to the TouchWand application from the following link:                                          

http://cloud.TouchWand.com/login.html?path=/ 

enter user credentials and click on the Submit button.   

▪ Open the application and select the sub-menu Units located below the dashboard.  

▪ The PIMA alarm will be visible with the rest of devices in the Units section.  

http://cloud.touchwand.com/login.html?path=/
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▪ Unlike other units, there is no need for pairing this unit. Just click on the Add unit 

button and select what kind of unit will be added in the first field, in this case PIMA 

sensor (as seen in the picture below).  Enter the rest of the data that is needed - type, 

sensor name and zone and click on the Pair button.  

 

 

Once this is done, the unit is added to the controller.  

The PIMA alarm has flood, motion, magnet and smoke sensors. Every sensor reports via 

the alarm application to Wanderfull about it’s status. The system identifies the statuses 

activates them accordingly (when the alarm system is triggered/neutralized). 

 

Note: Please disarm and arm the system to make sure that the system is 

responsive and working correctly with the Wanderfull controller.  

 

Click on the Settings tab located at the bottom right of the application. PIMA Alarm 

settings can be added and edited in the Settings tab.  

First, the user should check the box Enable connection.  
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After enabling connection, you will be able to see PIMA’s status – connected and 

disconnected. You can also reconnect, arm or disarm the alarm. If enabling a connection, 

you should enter the following parameters: 

- Type of the PIMA alarm in the PIMA type filter 

- IP address 

- Port 

- Password and then click on the Save button.  
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RISCO protocol 
 

Connecting TouchWand products to RISCO Alarm 

RISCO Alarm system connection to Wanderfull controller is visible in the Alarm submenu 

under Settings tab and available for editing only for users with technician privileges! 

 

Note: To enable working with Risco alarm application in parallel with 

Wanderfull application Risco alarm should have multi-socket card. 

 

The user with Administrator permissions will be able to arm, disarm and reconnect the 

unit as seen in the picture below. 

 

After the you’ve finished installing the alarm system, follow these steps to allow 

connection to the TouchWand system: 

1. Make sure Risco has Multi-Socket 

2. In the user keyboard, press the menu button 

3. Enter your password 

4. go to Activities → config SW → CS connect → via IP 

5. Press 'V' 

To install Risco click on the Settings tab located at the bottom right of the application. RISCO 

settings can be added and edited in the Settings tab under the Alarm sub menu. 

 
 

Click on the Add Risco button. At this moment RISCO alarm system is not connected and its 

status is Disabled not mounted. After clicking this button, check Enable connection box. You 
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should enter the IP address, port, password and upload a CSV file. Then click on the Save 

button.   

 
Once connected, Risco initial status is disarmed. To arm the alarm, click on the Arm button 

located below the unit’s status. 

Every time you would like to disarm the alarm, you must enter a password. For example, in 

the Setting tab click on the Disarm button. Another screen appears where the password 

should be entered. 

 

- Disarming Risco in the Settings tab  

 

 

- Disarming Risco in the Dashboard  
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Once the unit is added, Risco will appear in the Units list with the rest of the devices. 

You will be able to control the unit, view its status (disarmed or armed), assign it to a 

room, a group or mark as favorite.  

 

 
 

Adding RISCO sensors 

In the Units tab click on the Add unit button to add a Risco sensor. In the new page, 

select the Risco sensor then select the type (RISCO Doors & windows, RISCO motion 

sensor, RISCO Flood sensor, RISCO Smoke sensor), name and zone. Then click on the Pair 

button. 

 
After the Risco sensor is added, in the Units tab the you can see the unit’s status. In the 

example below, the door sensor status log changes whenever the door is opened or 

closed.  
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You can arm or disarm Risco in the Dashboard in Favorites and from the Rooms tab also.  

 
 

There is also a possibility to operate Risco using scenarios. In the Scenarios tab, click on Add User 

Scenario section. Then in the new page enter a name of the user scenario or in this case RISCO 

USER SCENARIO ARM EVENT and assign an action. Select the Alarm icon, then the alarm from 

the filter and option to arm.  
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There is also an option to use dynamic scenario option with Alarm and sensors and enable 

activation of units while a condition is applicable. 

Example is when “Risco alarm is armed” and sensor “xx” senses movement then the action will 

be to start the siren unit, or send a “notification” via e-mail or switch garden light on etc. 

The options for the scenarios are almost unlimited.   

 
Also, new button Home is visible in the RISCO Alarm settings in the Alarm submenu. This 

functionality enables the alarm to be in the “stay at home” armed status.  
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Air-condition VRF connection via cool master (IP connectivity) 
 

Connecting TouchWand Wanderfull controller to VRF type air conditions is done via the cool 

master device. The connection needs an IP adaptor. This option enables houses / offices with 

VRF ACs to be controlled by the Wanderfull via the cool master adaptor. In Tab “Settings” choose 

sub menu “Coolmaster” and check box “enable connection”. 
 

 

 
 

Then Input the parameters as defined: 
 

- Choose AC type from drop down list. 
 

- Define IP of the coolmaster. 
 

- Define port #. 
 

- Define poll frequency – IE how often to pull the info from the cool master (can be 
between1 sec to 1day). 
 

Then “Save” the parameters. 
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To add an AC, use the “add unit” button in “Units” tab. Then choose “Coolmaster AC unit”. 
Define the following: 
  

-     Line # 
-     AC name 
-     ID 
 and then click on the “Pair” button. 
 
Then configure the unit name and press “Done”. The unit will be added to units and can be 
assigned to a room, and will be part of the coolmaster AC units. 
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In the UNITS submenu you can use the cool master unit to switch al ACs On/Off, check their 
status and  add an AC unit or the cool master to the favorites screen if you want to activate 
all ACs from the favorites tab. 

 

Import Coolmaster units 

Coolmaster Settings are visible in Coolmaster submenu under Settings tab and available for 

editing only by users with technician privileges! 

 
The Import AC Units button in the Coolmaster settings, allows to import AC units directly 
from the Coolmaster control unit.  
 

 

 
 
The available options are: 
1. Select all AC units. 
2. Choose specific AC units. 
After options have been selected press the Import button. 
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Implementation of primary-secondary controllers  

 

Configuring primary and secondary controllers is available only for users with technician 

privileges!  

 

Primary-secondary controllers are implemented with the 187-th firmware version.  

For large size spaces that include several floors and many units, it is advisable to include 

more than one controller in the network.  

Controllers can be connected through wired IP and could control the house/building 

easily. Therefore, you need to set up one primary controller that can include several 

secondary controllers and would include all secondary units. Once this is done, you can 

build up scenarios between units that are paired to different controllers. 

 

When logging in to the application, the user is able to choose between installed controllers 

at the premises. This is visible at the login page in the filter located below the password.  

 

 
 

Note: All primary and secondary controllers must be on the same local 

network! This is important for the primary secondary configuration. 

 

 

After the desired IP address of the controller is selected, click on the Submit button and 

enter the application.  

With this firmware version the you have the possibility to name a controller. This is 

possible through the Settings tab, in the General sub menu. Under General configuration, 

you can enter the name of the controller in the new field Controller name.  
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In the Settings tab, there is a new sub menu – Wanderfull. When clicking on it, you are able 

to define the controller’s type- primary or secondary.  

 

If the primary controller type is selected, then you only have to save this configuration.  

 
 

After clicking on the Save button, a new screen will appear where you have to enter the 

mac address. By clicking on the OK button, the controller is saved as a primary controller.  
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If a secondary type is selected, you have to enter the following details: 

- Primary IP address  

- Primary username  

- Primary password 

- Primary mac address   

 

There is an option to include these settings by clicking on the Save button or go to the 

primary controller by clicking on the Go to master button.  

 

In order to add secondary controller to the primary, you must login to the primary 

controller and in the Units tab press Add Unit button. Another page will appear on the 

screen from which you should select the Wanderfull controller and click on the Pair button.   

 

 
 

After selecting the controller unit, enter your username, password and name and click on 

the Pair button.   
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Once the pairing is done, you’ll be able to see all units from the secondary controller in 

the primary controller.  

 
 

In the Units tab, you also have the possibility to choose between controllers and their 

units. This can be done from the filter located above Filter units.  
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Wanderfull Hub Factory Reset / Version Repair 
 

The following process describes the steps to perform factory reset or to perform version 

repair process of the Wanderfull Hub. 

Both processes are enabled only from firmware version 188 and up. 

Therefore, before performing factory reset / repair please verify that the Wanderfull Hub 

version is 188 or higher. 

Carefully follow the following steps: 

Preparations: 

Make sure you have a Pin 0.75 
mm diameter X 30 mm 
(minimum). 
A suitable Allen key with these 
specifications will do the job or 
you can use any type of a small 
paper clip with the diameters as 
defined. 

 
 

 

Connect the Wanderfull hub to power 

 
 
Insert the Pin through the small 
hole, on the top right side of the 
Wanderfull HUB. 
The pin should be inserted in 
vertical position to the ground 
of the surface of the Wanderfull 
HUB. 
When inserting the pin, you 
should feel the push button 
before making the long press. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Proper insertion 
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Wanderfull HUB Repair Process 
 

1. This process repairs the database and installs the previous version (the earliest is version 

187), which is already backed up locally in the Wanderfull Hub (only if version 188 was 

already updated prior to this action). 

2. Insert the PIN through the hole and press on the hidden reset push button located inside 

the Wanderfull Hub for approx. 5 seconds. 

3. The unit will beep once after 5 seconds. 

4. Remove the pin from the hole. 

5. The LED will flash twice in green lights and then the green lights will be on for approx. 10 

seconds. 

6. After approx. 10 seconds the unit will beep long once and the green LED lights will go 

off. 

7. The Wanderfull Hub will initiate the restart process that will take approx. 2 minutes.  

8. Wanderfull Hub version will be 187. 

9. Now you can update the firmware version again to the latest version – 188 or higher. 

10. For visual review of the factory repair process press here or scan the QR Code. 

 

 

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlPSa1SAcJ0
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Wanderfull Hub factory Reset 
 

1. This process removes all previous database files and installs version 187, which is 

already backed up locally in the Wanderfull Hub (only if version 188 was already 

updated prior to this action). 

2. Insert the PIN through the hole and press on the hidden reset push button located inside 

the Wanderfull Hub for approx. 10 seconds. 

3. The unit will beep once after 5 seconds. 

4. Keep pressing the pin until the unit will beep twice after approx. 5 seconds from the last 

Beep. 

5. Remove the pin ftom the hole. 

6. The LED lights will flash green 3 times and then the green light will be on for approx. 30 

seconds. 

7. After approx. 30 seconds the LED lights will flash in red for 3 times and the unit will beep 

3 times. 

8. The red LED will light continuously for approx. 20 seconds and the unit will beep long 

once. 

9. The red LED lights will go off. 

10. The controller will initiate the restart process that will take approx. 2 minutes.  

11. Wanderfull Hub version will be 187. 

11. Now you can update the firmware version again to the latest version – 188 or higher. 

12. For visual review of the Factory reset process press here or scan the QR Code. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWHFmXxjYMk
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Troubleshooting 
 

The controller will not turn on 

 

A possible cause of the phenomenon 

1. There is no power input from the transformer 

2. There is no electricity at the power point 

 

Recommendations for solving the problem 

1. Testing the power transformer and replacing a dedicated 12V transformer 

supplied by TouchWand only 

2. Testing and connecting to an additional power point at home 

 

Symptom - No network connection 

 

A possible cause of the phenomenon 

1. Local carrier problem 

2. A specific network problem 

3. A problem with the network cable 

 

Recommendations for solving the problem 

1. Checking with the ISP regarding a communication problem 

2. Testing infrastructure and replacing the connection to a different network 

point in the home 

3. Replace the network cable 

 

Symptom - Cannot register controller when scanning QR code 

 

A possible cause of the phenomenon 

1. Incorrect device camera (tablet, computer, cellular) 

2. ALLOW You cannot use the camera while running the application 

3. Defective internet connection 

4. Problem with the cloud service 

 

Recommendations for solving the problem 

1. Check camera integrity by scanning another QR code 

2. Check the device's permissions that the camera can be used when using the 

TouchWand application 

3. Delete and reopen the application and click the "Allow" or "ALLOW" button 

when the question "Allow the TouchWand application to take pictures and 

record video?" 

4. Checking the general connection of the Internet and contacting the ISP if there 

is no connection 
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5. Disconnect for 5 seconds and reconnect the controller to the power 

6. Contact TouchWand's technical service through our home page at 

http://www.TouchWand.com/contact/ 

7. Incorrect username and password - You must provide a username and 

password and stick to them when entering the controller 

 

Symptom - A dynamic scenario is running in an inaccurate timing 

 

A possible cause of the phenomenon 

1. Network connection problem 

2. Partial definition of user data in app settings 

 

Recommendations for solving the problem 

1. Set the settings tab: 

a. Exact latitude and latitude of the location - the following site can be used to 

locate the data: https://www.latlong.net 

b. Make sure COUNTRY is correct for the country you are in 

 

Symptom: Failed to add new unit 

 

A possible cause of the phenomenon 

1. The distance between a physical unit and a controller 

2. Background noise – an environmental factor affecting the internal communication 

3. A fault in the end unit 

 

Recommendations for solving the problem 

1. It is necessary to ensure that the direct distance of each end unit shall not exceed 

5-7 meters. If the distance exceeds the direct range, yoe need to add relay points 

to serve as range boosters. Each point will be connected to L and N and will 

increase the home network as part of the MESH network. 

2. If there are external noises, consider the relevant positions and re-adjust the 

position of each unit optimally where the noise will be minimal for each unit. 

3. Make sure to contact TouchWand, you can contact us through the homepage: 

http://www.TouchWand.com/contact/ 

4. A central position of the controller should be maintained. If the house has 3 levels, 

the controller unit should be located on the middle floor. 

5. Make sure that there is no proximity between the controller unit and factors with 

an internal noise source, such as an external power transformer with high power 

 

 

Delay symptom (too long-time gap) between a command mission from the controller 

and feedback on the end unit 

 

http://www.touchwand.com/contact/
https://www.latlong.net/
http://www.touchwand.com/contact/
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A possible cause of the phenomenon 

1. Some units are connected to the controller but are out of range 

2. After the initial definition, disturbing units were added, such as a cabinet, mirror 

and any other possible factor 

3. A unit appears in the list of units as MALFUNCTION, meaning an invalid unit 

4. A concrete/reinforced wall that affects the local media 

 

Recommendations for solving the problem 

1. Add a relay unit to increase the range and check that there are no units that 

appear as MALFUNCTION, that is, a valid unit, in the UNITS menu 

2. Perform a procedure called Update Z-Wave network through the Z-WAVE menu 

in the Settings tab 

3. The unit must be removed from the list - either by resetting or re-adding or 

deleting, and the unit can be replaced by selecting REPLACE after pressing the 

trash button 

4. Position the antenna with respect to the frame plastic of the switch. The antenna 

should exit the micro module 
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Frequently Asked Questions  
 

Question1. Is there a number on how many PIMA sensor alarms units can be connected 

to the hub? 

- No, there is no limited number of how many devices can be installed.  

 

Question 2. Is there a possibility to delete the devices once a unit is added? 

 

- Yes, there is possibility to delete the PIMA device. If you want to do this, for any 

reason, click on the  icon in the Units sub-menu. Another form will appear in the 

application where the Remove button should be clicked. After clicking on this button, 

the sensor alarm will be removed.  

 
       Note: Only the only the administrator can perform the activation in such a way! 

 

Question 6. How do I change my password? 

 

Enter the application and click on the Settings tab. Then click on sub-menu Users, where a 

list of all users will be visible. Current user has a possibility to change the password by clicking 

on the Change password text. 

 

Question 7. Can I use the system with no internet? 

 

- Yes. The system can be used locally without internet. You have to be connected to the local 

network in the house to use the system. 

 

Question 8. The shutter is stuck after an electricity pause. What do I need to do? 

 

When there is an electricity pause/break the Shutter unit (InWand or WallWand) is in an 

unknown state. Which means it needs to get to a position where it knows if its edge position 

is up or down. For safety reasons when the shutter is in unknown state it will go up first to 

its edge and then it gets its known state. This means that it needs to perform the whole path 

(timing wise) to get to a known state. 

 

Therefore, there are 2 options: 
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a. Open the application, go to the shutter and slide the shutter up to 100% or just click on 

the up button and wait until it shows 100%. 

b. Push on the up-switch for the amount of time it takes the shutter to open to its full 100%. 

Remember if the shutter is open in 50% and the full opening time is 25 seconds you need to 

hold the switch up for at least 25 seconds even if the shutter got to its upper position after 

12 seconds. Only when the shutter will make the whole path it will get into its calibrated 

known state. 

 

Question 9. How can I remember my password? 

 

Most of the browsers support remember password option. While login the first time or after 

delete history you can use the remember password option and the browser will save your 

password. 

For example, Google Chrome (menu Settings/Advanced/Passwords and forms) offers the 

possibility to fill in and save passwords 

In the application via mobile, if you are connected with one controller, it will remember the 

last login and password entered. 

 

Question 10. Who can help me to build the scenario? 

 

Detailed description about building the scenarios can be found in the What’s new 

documents, installation and in the Scenario section in this manual.  

You can always send us a message through our website and e-mail on the following link 

http://www.TouchWand.com/contact/ or contact our offices. 

 

Question 11. How can I use the timer on the scenario page? 

 

The timer in the scenarios page is used for switches that are considered as lights, other 

on/off switches that are part of “lights” dropbox action in the scenario, hot water boiler 

activation or similar devices and other devices. Any user can switch on/off a switch many 

times along the 24 hours, or even build up a sequence of actions with different switches by 

adding another action one after the other using the same scenario based on the same 

condition. The timer can be set for up to 24 hours (1,440 min) from condition triggered. 

Example: 

Go to the Scenarios tab in the application and click on “Add Dynamic Scenario”. Enter the 

name of the scenario, condition and action. When entering the condition which in this case 

is time, define the time you want the scenario to start. For example, I want to switch on a 

light at a certain time for 2 hours (120 min). In the Action section define the actions to be 

performed. 

 

Action #1 Hallway light “on” (no timer is needed because you want the light to switch “on” 

when the condition is triggered. Then add another action using “and” Action #2 Hallway light 

http://www.touchwand.com/contact/
http://www.touchwand.com/contact/
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switch “off”. Set the timer to 120 min. This will switch off the light after 120 min. Then submit 

the scenario and use the slider to activate it. 

 

Question 12. How do I connect the controller to Pima Alarm System? 

 

To connect the PIMA alarm system please do the following steps: 

 

a. Log in the application and connect the alarm system - This can be done directly or through 

a local network. If connecting directly - use the supplied cable, SA-232 converter and LCL-

11A adaptor. If you connect through a local network (LAN) use the net4pro-i network card. 

b. Setting the serial port - Set the serial output use, regarding the connection to the MS 

(monitoring station). The MS can be connected locally, using RS-232 cable, or remotely, 

through the net4pro IP interface. It can use a home automation (“Smart home”) or PIMA 

proprietary protocol. 

c. Log in the TouchWand application and open Units tab 

PIMA alarm will be visible with the rest of devices in the Units section. There is no need for 

pairing this unit. Just click on the Add unit button and select what kind of unit will be added 

in the first field in this case PIMA sensor.  Enter the rest of the data that is needed - type, 

sensor name and zone and click on the Pair button. 

 

Question 13. How do I connect the controller to RISCO Alarm System? 

 

To connect the RISCO alarm system please do the following steps: 

 

a. Log in the application and click on the Settings tab. RISCO settings can be added and edited 

in the Settings tab under the Alarm sub menu. 

b. Click on the Add Risco button. At this moment RISCO alarm system is not connected and 

its status is Disabled not mounted. 

c. Check Enable connection box. 

d. Enter the IP address, port, password and upload a CSV file. 

e. Click on the Save button.  

Risco initial status is disarmed. To arm the alarm, click on the Arm button located below the 

unit’s status. 

 

Question 14. What is a network healing? How do I use it? 

 

Network healing (Network update) is the stage that takes place after all the end units have 

been defined in the structure and after the functionality of each one has been tested. The 

purpose of the procedure is to optimize the network communication. The duration of the 

procedure varies from house to house pending number of units and size of the house (level, 

floors etc…) and on average is about 5-20 minutes. While the procedure is being performed, 

do not touch / change and / or physically and / or virtualize the endpoints for the success 

and efficiency of the process. 
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Question 15. What is the procedure to connect to KNX system? 

 

The Wanderfull system supports an integrated connection or a KNX system connection only 

or a Z-WAVE system connection only. As a result, the connection can be activated in two 

ways: 

 

a.  A direct connection in which the KNX IP address is required. This type of connection 

can be required when some of home internet routers/switches block the multicast messages 

inside LAN, and the best solution is direct connection. 

b.  Connection by means of a multicast. The multicast connection type is the connection 

when the KNX router listen/sends events to specific reserved IP address, additionally to 

direct connections (if they exist). 

 

For detailed explanation on how to connect the device with the application, please see the 

KNX section in this manual or contact us on our website 

http://www.touchwand.com/customer-support/ 

 

Question 16. How do I connect more than 1 switch to activate the same light?  

 

There are few option for this case: 

 

a. When there are 2 switches that are operating the same light you need to install the 

InWand in the switch that is connected directly to the light.  

Follow the connection scheme below. 

 

 
 

b. When there are 3 switches that are operating the same light need to install the InWand 

in the switch that is connected directly to the light. Follow the connection scheme below. 

http://www.touchwand.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Wanderfull-Technical-Manual-1.pdf
http://www.touchwand.com/customer-support/
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c. There is an option to use a double switch that one of the switches is not connected to a 

light and use it as a virtual switch to perform remote operation of a light. (using a 

scenario or an association process). 

 

Question 16. How secure is your system? 

 

Our controller is connected to the router in the house and to the TouchWand cloud. For 

security reasons we have our cloud hosted in Amazon AWS and IBM Bluemix and rely on 

Amazon and IBM security and firewall.  

These clouds are the most secure cloud hosting provider in the market. 

Keep your login and password safe. If your mobile was stolen or lost make sure that you 

change the password like you probably will do with any other application you are using. 

 

Question 17. When a device fails to pair What do I do? 

 

There can be several reasons for a device that does not pair properly. 

a. The device is already paired. 

Please perform unpair by choosing any paired device in the units and perform the un-

pairing process on the device. After controller shows that unit was reset perform the 

pairing process from start. 

b. The device is too far from the controller and mesh network has not been optimized. 

Bring the device closer to the controller or the controller closer to the device. Perform 

the pairing and at the end of installation perform network healing (network update). In 

setting/Z-Wave/advanced/Z-Wave network update. 

 

Note: make sure not to press on Z-Wave network reset. This will erase your network. 
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Question 18. What do I do when the Association process fails to perform? 

 

If a device is not performing the association properly it can derive from 2 reasons: 

a. Source device endpoint is associated with more target endpoints than it be associated 

with. 

i. InWand 

Each endpoint in source unit can associate with 7 target endpoints. 

ii. WallWand 

Each endpoint in source unit can associate with 5 target endpoints. 

You need to verify how many target endpoints are associated with source endpoint. 

b. The device was previously associated as source to other targets or as target to other 

sources and has been unpair without properly clearing it associated target or source. In 

this case the controller does not recognize (show) already installed associations in the 

device. In this case need to unpair the unit from the controller reset the unit and re-pair 

the unit and perform the association process. 

 

Question 19. What is a primary-secondary condition? 

 

For large size spaces that include several floors and many units it is advisable to include more 

than one controller in the network. The controllers will be connected wired IP and could 

control the house/building easily. Therefore, we set up one primary controller that can 

include several secondary controllers and would include all secondary units. Thus you can 

build up scenarios between units that are paired to different controllers. 

 

Question 20. The KNX doesn’t report back its status to the controller. What do I do? 

 

This depends on the IP adaptor and router. You can change the connection type from 

multicast to direct. Detailed description for this can be found on page 60 in this manual.  
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Supervision process, plans and installation communication problems 
 

To avoid potential network problems or at least to solve potential network problems, the 

electrician should be required to install closed electrical boxes in problem areas. If you go to 

the installation and there are network problems because of the remote location of the 

controller, you must put repeater units along the way to the remote units. 

 

After the house is already built to cut concrete for electric boxes, this is a major problem and 

can cause a serious problem in the process. 

 

When there is a basement and there is a desire to put Z-Wave units down in the basement 

and there is a barrier to the grid, it is therefore necessary to plan electrical programs and 

install down stairs boxes of electricity that will allow the installation of InWand rectifiers. 

When you have setup a large network that has more than 10 or 15 units, you should Check 

the network stability. 

 

 

 

 

! Warnings! 
Do not modify the unit in any way. 

Risk of electrical shock. 

Risk of fire. 

Risk of burns. 

Do not dispose the electrical appliances as unsorted municipal waste, use 

separate collection facilities. Contact your local government for information 

regarding the collection systems available. 

 


